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About this Report

During this consultation Reach
spoke with 53 people and
wrote down over 11,000 words
about the City Council’s ideas
for respite and day services.

Reach spoke to people who
use services now, people who
used services in the past and
people who have used very
few services in their lives.

All the words in this report
came from the people Reach
spoke to.
Some quotes have been joined
together to make them easier
to understand.

This report is split into 5 parts.
After each part there is a
page of key quotes and big
questions about the City
Council’s ideas.
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About this Report
Part 1 is the background
to this report - how Reach
got involved and how the
consultation worked.

Part 2 is about people’s worries,
fears and experiences when
things change.

Part 3 is about money people’s views on Direct
Payments and private
companies running services.

Part 4 is people’s views on
respite (short breaks), Duke
Street and the Meadows.

Part 5 is people’s views on
services like Portland House,
Waterside, Riverside and ABLE.
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About the Consultation
Reach were asked to support
people with learning disabilities
in Stoke-on-Trent to take part in
the city council’s consultation
on ideas for changes to respite
(short break) and day services.

The council sent out letters
to carers and people with
learning disabilities telling them
about some of their ideas.

Reach supported people with
learning disabilities to speak
up at 1 Parliament meeting, 1
Partnership Board meeting, 2
one-to-one meetings, 4 focus
groups and 8 drop-ins.

Reach supported people to
share their thoughts and ideas
on how the consultation was
done.
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About the Consultation

In the focus groups Reach
supported MPs and Reach
experts to look at each of the
council’s ideas and speak up
about them.

Reach invited Kevin Day and
Debbie Cooper from the city
council to the September
Parliament meeting.

Kevin and Debbie came to
the meeting to talk about
the council’s ideas, the
consultation and listen to what
Reach members had to say.

Reach went to drop-ins
organised by the city council
to support people with learning
disabilities who are not Reach
members to speak up about
the consultation and the
services they use.
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About the Consultation
No-one went to the drop-ins at
Riverside, Duke Street and the
Meadows.
Only a few people went to the
drop-ins at St. John’s Cafe and
Meakin House.

The drop-ins at Waterside,
ABLE, and Portland House
worked best.
Lots of people dropped in to
share their thoughts and ideas.

At Waterside and Portland
House Reach worked with
some people who don’t use
words to communicate, finding
out their views on services they
use and change in general.
On Monday 30th Septermber,
two Reach members were
supported at the
Stoke-on-Trent Learning
Disability Partnership Board
meeting to talk about some of
the thoughts and ideas people
had shared with Reach.
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About the Consultation

At the Reach Parliament
meeting, focus groups and
drop-ins, some people
spoke up about the way the
consultation was done.

“How can we comment on
what’s happening with a place
without the information about
what it does? How can we do
a proper consultation? How
can people who don’t go to
services really have a say?”

“The letter they sent out wasn’t
all that clear and it was too
long.”

“I was happy with the
information the council sent
out. I knew it was about ideas
for services.”
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About the Consultation

“They haven’t sent out enough
information. Not telling really
us anything.”

“I already filled in a form
about this. My brother signed
it for me. I don’t like filling in
questionnaires. I find them too
complicated. Even with the
words and pictures it was hard
to understand.”

“I haven’t had a letter like that.
I haven’t had one through the
door.”

“I’ve used respite at Duke
Street. I’ve used it in the last
year and I didn’t get a letter.
Without coming here today
[Reach focus group] I wouldn’t
have had this information.”
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Key Quotes and Big Questions
“People with
less complex needs
who use services will
have nowhere go,
no service.”

“People need
to get the right
support from
the right people
.”

“I’ve known
some people for years,
mates from services, gone
now, I can’t keep in
touch, no service.
Don’t cut‘em!”

“It’s really
hat
important t
do
when they
they
the review
e
speak to th
g...
people usin

I
“One thing
hate in life
is change,
I’ve
sometimes
rt,
had suppo
not.”
sometimes

“People
don’t want be
at home all
the time.”

...the service.
Make sure they
listen to what
people think.”
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My Service, My Worries
One person shared a lot of
their worries about changes to
the service they use.
This person did not want Reach
to use their name or the name
of the service.
“If they move me and my
friend we would need transport
anywhere else. We don’t use
buses and unless they get a
new service closer to where we
live we couldn’t go.”

“We don’t want to be split up.
My friend doesn’t want to be
moved anywhere else. We’ve
both used this service for a
long time, we like being here.”

“When we meet people we
know and stop to have a chat,
it makes us feel like part of the
community. If we move away
this won’t happen. We won’t
see them. We would feel sad
not doing this.”
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My Service, My Worries
“I would miss the staff. They do
a really good job. If anyone
ever has a problem the staff
will sit and listen and talk you
through the issue. When I lost
a family member the staff
supported me really well. I
felt comfortable and relaxed
talking to them, I trust them.
This won’t be the same with
new staff or agency workers.”
“How would new staff be
trained and checked? Will
they know what to do if there’s
an emergency? The staff there
know us all and would know
what to do if someone had a
fit or a diabetic attack. Would
new staff?”
“If we lost our service me and
my friend, we would have
nowhere to go. We’d be stuck
at home all day, we’d get
really bored. We’d lose touch
with our local community,
couldn’t take part in things
and would lose the chance
to make new friends and get
involved, try new things.”
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Leaving Services

During one of the focus groups,
two Reach members talked
about their own experiences of
having to leave a service.

The first person said “I was
just told I’d got to finish from
Shelton. I felt so angry and
disappointed with ‘em that
they just did that and they
didn’t give me the support I
needed with leaving.”
“They left it to one of the staff.
It wasn’t the managers. The
managers should have told
me. And they should have sat
me down two, three different
times to talk about it. So I knew
what was happening.”
The second person said “it
should have been them sitting
down with you, talking it all
through properly, see how you
were about it. Talk about all
the reasons it was happening.
That’s what people need.”
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Leaving Services
The first person said “I didn’t
know if I was coming or going.
And at the same time I was
in and out of Duke Street for
respite. I didn’t know what was
happening or why any of it was
going on.”

The second person said “they
were messing you about
weren’t they?”

The first person said “they never
apologised or anything. My
friend, she broke down and
cried. She didn’t want me to
go. She tried to block the door
so I couldn’t leave.”
The people Reach spoke to
agreed...
if people leave a service they
will need lots of support and
information, and services
shouldn’t forget their friends will
also need support.
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Losing Friendships

Reach members and people
who came to the drop-ins
were worried about people
losing friendships if they left
services.

People shared their own
experiences of leaving services
and talked about friendships
they had lost over the years.

“When I had to stop going
to Shelton I was really upset
because I wasn’t going see
my friends anymore. That was
ages ago and I’ve lost touch
with them.”
“If you’re supported to talk
about it with other people and
swap phone numbers and
addresses then you could keep
in touch with them when you
leave or somewhere closes.
That didn’t happen for us.”
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Losing Friendships
“Somebody I went to Shelton
with writes letters to me but I
haven’t got her address and
she doesn’t put it on the letters
so I can’t write back to her. We
were together for years and
now I can’t talk to her.”

“I lost touch with my friends
from the Hamilton and Shelton.
I haven’t seen ‘em in years. I
wish I could have stayed in
touch, chatting with them all.”

“My concerns are about
people losing the friendships
they’ve gained from going
to services. For people who
don’t know how to keep up
their friendships there’ll be less
socialising for them.”
The people Reach spoke to
agreed...
people’s friendships are
important and they will need
support to keep in touch with
their friends if things change.
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Coping with Change

Reach members and people
at the drop-ins told Reach
about how hard it is to deal
with change.

“Things could go wrong
because of changes
happening, if changes happen
too quickly people won’t be
able to cope.”

“If I didn’t know the people I’m
used to it’s worrying for me. I
trust the staff here, I know ‘em
all. Takes a long time get used
to new people.”

“Change makes me stressed
and worried, I don’t want
to go to a building that isn’t
familiar.”
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Coping with Change

“I don’t like change. There’s
too much information to have
it all in one go. Makes me feel
very stressed out.”

“It’d be better if people were
eased into change, rather
than it all happening at once.”

“There’s been too much
change. Every year things are
changing. We already had to
deal with benefits changing
and now all this. It’s too
much.”

“All the changes are coming
too quickly. Don’t get a
chance to take it all in.”
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Key Quotes and Big Questions
“If they cut every
day service it
won’t really save
money in the
long run because
they’re taking
people away...

... from a safe
environment,
somewhere
they know.
They’ll end up
on depression
tablets.”

“People with learning
disabilities should be
assessing the services when
the council do the review.
So they can have a say.”

to
“It’s good
vices
review ser
k how
and chec
but
they work
they should
stay under
il.”
the counc

“Don’t
close ‘em down.
I should think the
whole lot should
stay open.”

“What’s going
happen to the
people who don’t
have complex
needs? What kind
of service will they
be getting?”

“There are some
really good, caring,
compassionate council
staff that have supported
me through lots of
things in my life.”
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Worries about Direct Payments
Reach members and people
who came to the drop-ins
talked about the city council’s
idea of people using Direct
Payments to get different kinds
of respite.

“What if people don’t want
take the Direct Payment on?
There’s a lot of people don’t
know how to deal with a Direct
Payment.”

“What happens if people
can’t cope with all the added
pressure of planning and
paying for their own services?”

“Could you try it first to make
sure it works for you, like having
a trial run?”
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Worries about Direct Payments

“Not everybody knows how to
get Direct Payments. People
have heard about them but
don’t know how to go about
getting them.”

“It’s a good idea because it
gives people more choice but
there’s not enough information
out there for people to know
how they get one.”

?

?

“There’s still people haven’t
got Direct Payments,
don’t know how get Direct
Payments, have never even
heard of Direct Payments.”

“How much will it cost for
people have Direct Payments?
I mean, going somewhere for a
break and paying for support.
I think this will cost more than
people getting support from
respite in a building.”
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Worries about Direct Payments

“I had a Direct Payment
before. Worked for me at first
but I’ve stopped them now.
They don’t work.”

“Having a Direct Payment
would really stress my mum out.
She deals with all my money.”

?
?

“People still need the right
support for this to work. Where
will this come from?”

“Do people know what a
Direct Payment is for and what
they can spend it on?”
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Worries about Direct Payments

“There needs be more choice
of things to do for Direct
Payments to work. If services
are full what will people do?”

“Direct Payments would be
brilliant for me but not people
who’ve got a more severe
learning disability who can’t
think things through the same.”

“Direct Payments - I’ve heard
of it but I don’t understand
about it.”

“I think that’d put me in a
difficult situation. I think that
would upset the rhythm a bit
there. It’s not something I
could just jump into. It’s a big
decision to make.”
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Worries about Direct Payments

“Is there anybody you can talk
to about how you can use a
Direct Payment?”

“I don’t deal with my money.
I don’t know how to do it. I’d
be stuck. My mum does it. I
trust her to do it and if anything
happens to her my sister will do
it. I can’t do my money.”

The people Reach spoke to
agreed...
Direct Payments aren’t right
for everyone.

The people Reach spoke to
agreed...
people need much more
information and support about
Direct Payments.
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Private Companies Running Services

Lots of people talked to Reach
about how they would feel if
private companies took over
running services.

“If a private company takes
over they might turn them into
something else.”

“I’m not happy about other
people coming in and running
my service. I think they’d make
lots of changes. Not happy.”

“What kind of training would
staff get if they work for other
organisations and not the
council?”
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Private Companies Running Services

“The people at services should
be able meet the people who
take over. They should be part
of choosing who runs the place
in the future.”

“What about them bringing in
new staff who might not be as
good as the ones there now?”

“I think people will get better
support from new staff and
having more staff.
Would there be more staff?”

“Good services and support
should be about people and
what they need, not about
saving money.”
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Private Companies Running Services
“Places could be run better.
Instead of everybody doing
the same thing all the time.
You can’t think everybody’s
the same, they’re not the
same.”

“Going back years and years,
people with learning disabilities
didn’t have a say. I think it’s
better now but would new
organisations know about
things like that?”

“I don’t like that. Private firms
running respite? Will they be
competent?”

“I don’t think that staff from
a private company will be as
good as staff now.”
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Private Companies Running Services

“Private organisations, they
don’t staff the same. They
don’t check their staff as
well. They don’t check CRBs
or qualifications the way they
should. And what about the
training? The training needs
to be at a good level and be
checked. They just wouldn’t
vet their staff the same.
Privately run services, for me,
that would be horrible.”

“If it’s a straight choice
between places closing or
a private company coming
in, then I‘d go for private
company.”

The people Reach spoke to...
were worried about private
companies running services
and had a lot of questions
about how that work out for
people with learning disabilties.
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Key Quotes and Big Questions
“They’re
not just going take
people with complex
needs and kick everybody
else out of services
are they?”

e
“It needs b
r
different fo
everyone,
s
what work
n’t
for one wo
ll.”
work for a

“It’s good to have
emergency respite.
You never know
when someone’s
going need it.”

“They tried
keep up friendships
for people after Shelton
but there’s problems with
transport and money to
think about for people.”

“If they cut
respite services down
more, and there’s definitely
not enough now, and there’s
not enough for an
emergency, where will
people go?”

“If we’ve got
nowhere to
go it stresses
us out.”
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Closing Duke Street

People who came to the focus
groups and drop-ins talked
about the council’s idea to
close Duke Street by March
2014.

“Duke Street helped me a lot
when I went. And it helped my
mum a lot.”

“I know there’s staff who are
good at working with people.
Staff you can talk to, take your
worries and concerns to. What
will happen to them?”

“It’s a good place for people
to go and give parents, carers,
family and people a break. If
the building is good and works,
why close it?”
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Closing Duke Street
“Do people get offered the
service or not? If they’re not
offered that might be why it’s
not getting used. The council
should send letters asking if
people want to use it.”
“I don’t want them close
Duke Street. The staff there,
the council staff have been
tried and tested. I’ve been
there when I needed a short
break. The staff were really
nice. I felt safe and secure
there and I would use it again.”

“Could Duke Street be used
for something else, like life skills
training?”

“If Duke Street closes will it
still be an empty building ten
years from now? What are the
council going do with it?”
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Closing Duke Street
“I think closing Duke Street is
a bad idea. The building’s
in good nick. They could be
using it more - having more
activities. Socialising. Taking
people from there and out
in the community, use Duke
Street as a base. I don’t think it
should close.”
“There is a need for respite
services. There should be
more. There should be three
places, not two.”
“I’m a bit upset about Duke
Street closing. I like the staff. I
like it when I go out. I go the
MAC Club, but only when I’m
at Duke Street. I really enjoy
that. I’ve known some people
from Duke Street for a long
time. Get to know people and
see friends.”

Most of the people Reach
spoke to wanted Duke Street
to stay open.
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“It’s better if they just close it.”

Not everyone wanted Duke
Street to stay open.
One person wanted to share
their thoughts about why it
should close.

“It’s better if they just close it.
I don’t go there anymore. It
was a nightmare with the staff.
I found it so hard and I know
other people who stopped.
They didn’t want go anymore.”

“I think it’s not doing any good
for anybody. They don’t go
out anywhere, just to the shops.
It’s boring, nothing to do.”

“The staff only looked after
the ones who couldn’t feed
themselves or get about. I had
no care. I was left. The staff
were always having meetings
behind closed doors. They
shouldn’t do that. I don’t
believe in it.”
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Respite at the Meadows

People talked to Reach about
respite and moving from Duke
Street to The Meadows.

“I don’t mind the Meadows but
it can be a bit noisy upstairs
at times. It depends on the
people they’ve got in and their
needs.”

“I feel better being around
other people with more
complex needs, I just feel more
comfortable.”

“Will there still be the chance
for people to go out with the
right support?”
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Respite at the Meadows

“I go the Meadows. I like it
and think it’s better than Duke
Street.”

“For people who go into
respite it might affect them a
lot having to move from one
place to another.”

“Parents and carers might
worry because if people are
at Duke Street, somewhere
they know, then they’re in safe
hands.”

“I’ve been the Meadows. It’s
really big there. It’s brilliant.
They’ve got haidressing there,
nice bedrooms, it’s a really
nice place.”
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Respite at the Meadows
“Why are they only making
these changes to the
Meadows now? If people
have been using the service
then it should be fit for purpose
already.”

“Are there bus stops both ways
near the Meadows? Are they
easy to catch? Is the area
good or not? These are things
they need to think about.”

“The Changing Places toilet,
they definitely need that.
There should be two, not just
one. There should be one for
gents and one for ladies. If
they only have one, that’s not
enough.”

“Space for carers - that’s a
good idea. They should have
always had that. As people
are getting older they need
more support.”
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Respite at the Meadows
“How many private companies
will want to run the Meadows?
If they can’t find somebody,
will they knock it down if
nobody wants it, leave just a
pile of rubble?”

“It’s hard to answer a question
about the Meadows if you
haven’t been there.”

“How much money will all this
work on the Meadows cost?”

Most of the people Reach
spoke to agreed...
that having some respite
services at the Meadows was
a good idea but they wanted
more information about things
like support, staff, transport and
safety.
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Key Quotes and Big Questions
“How are
ing
people go
feel if they
the
can’t use
y’re
service the
used to?”

“It’s important
for me to have support
near where I live. I wouldn’t
be happy if I got less
support or if I had to go
further away.”

“How much money
will all these changes cost?
Do the council know how
much they’re going to
spend on all this?”

“Too many
places are
wn,
closing do
makes life
harder for
people.”

“Respite is
important, you
need it and
it gives families
a break.”

“People should get
a service if they need
it, or they will have
nothing to do.”
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Portland House Drop-in

On Thursday 26th September,
Reach held a drop-in at
Portland House.

10 people came to the
drop-in.
8 of the people who came use
the service at least 3 times a
week.

Reach MP Margaret Mason
supported other people who
go to Portland House, helping
them to speak up.

Without Margaret’s help, some
of the people at Portland
House would not have been
able to speak up and share
their thoughts and ideas.
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Portland House Drop-in

“I enjoy coming here... it’s
important. I Iike it... should stay
the same. I’m happy here.”

“I like the things I do here. I
like doing them. I like having a
service close to where I live.”

“I like coming here. Been
coming a long time. When I’m
not here I stay at home.”

Everyone Reach spoke to at
Portland House was happy with
the service, the staff and the
things they do.
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Portland House Case Study

Reach MP Margaret Mason
supported people at Portland
House to speak up about the
changes.

Margaret has been going
to Portland House for many
years and has an excellent
relationship with people there.

As well as supporting 8 of the
people at the drop-in people
to speak up using words,
Margaret supported one
person who does not use words
to share their thoughts.

The conversation on the next
page was recorded and is
shared in full.
Reach would like to thank
Margaret for all her hard work
at the drop-in.
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Portland House Case Study
Margaret asked the person
questions and asked them to
look at her if they wanted to
say ‘yes’.
Margaret asked them to look
away if they wanted to say ‘no’.
Do you want new staff at
Portland House? - Looks away.
Do you like your sessions? Looks at Margaret.
Would you be upset if things
change? - Looks at Margaret.
Would you be upset if you
couldn’t do dog walking? Looks at Margaret.
Are you happy with the
manager? - Looks at Margaret.
Would you be upset if we
had a new one? - Looks at
Margaret.
Look at me if you’ve got lots of
friends. - Looks at Margaret.
Look at me if you like Portland
House the way it is. - Looks at
Margaret.
Look at me if you’d be upset
if Portland changes. - Looks at
Margaret.
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From Portland to Waterside

Reach members who came to
the focus groups talked about
the council’s idea of moving
some people from Portland
House to Waterside.

Reach asked people who
came to the Portland House
and Waterside drop-ins what
they thought about this idea.

“Yes for the ones that can’t
get up the stairs but for some
things it doesn’t matter if you
have to go upstairs or if you’re
on the same level. If you need
support go to the toilet or do
things like that, it’s the support
that’s most important.”
“If people are going move,
how will the people left behind
cope? The people that have
made friends? How will they
still meet up with people?”
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From Portland to Waterside

“What about an extension to
Portland House and have the
facilities there rather than just
at Waterside?”

“Could be problems in the
distance people have to travel
if they have to go a long way.”

“People who can’t use stairs
will get around better. Some
people may need less support
from staff if the building is more
suitable for them.”

“The distance in travelling
between Portland House and
Waterside, it’s a long way.”
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From Portland to Waterside

“What about the support
staff who are used to working
with them? Will they go with
them?”

“It’s a good idea for people in
wheelchairs and who live close
so they can get there easily.”

“The stairs at Portland are a
problem for people. They’re
alright for me but for some
people I think they should
be somewhere easier like
Waterside.”
The people Reach spoke to
agreed...
some people moving from
Portland House to Waterside is
a good idea but had questions
about transport, support staff
and friendships.
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Waterside Drop-in
“I enjoy my sessions here, I do
lots of different things, I never
get bored. People who need
lots of support, this is a good
place for that.”

“I like it here, yeah. It’s nice.
I like coming. I like the staff,
yeah.”

“I like coming here. I like all
the staff. The same. I want
Waterside stay the same.”

Everyone Reach spoke to
about Waterside was very
happy with the service and
want it to stay open and carry
on working in the same way.
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Waterside, Portland, Shelton

One person Reach worked
with at the Waterside drop-in
talked a lot about services they
have used over the years.

“I do have a bond with certain
staff but I do like them all.
I come here most days. I like
the social side of coming here.
The staff are good and I feel
comfortable.”

“I’m a bit wary of new staff, I
want to get to know them.
A private care company help
my mum at home, they’re
good. I don’t really want the
staff here to change.”

“I’m a bit against change here
because of the money that’s
been spent.”
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Waterside, Portland, Shelton
“I don’t really want them to
make any changes here.
I don’t like Portland House.
I went for a look around,
didn’t like the building, I just
wasn’t comfortable there.”

“There’s no lift there, I just
don’t like the layout, I think it
would be much better here
for people like me, people in
wheelchairs.”

“To be honest, when I went to
Shelton I felt more comfortable
with the staff, and my nan
lived in Shelton. There wasn’t
much there but the staff,
I liked the staff.”
“New people coming in, new
staff, I’d be worried about.
I wouldn’t like that, wouldn’t
feel comfortable. I’m not
saying don’t bring in more
staff, just don’t want the ones
who are here now to go.”
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Waterside - Carers’ Views
Reach spoke with two carers
for someone with profound
and multiple learning
disabilities who uses Waterside.
They spoke on behalf of this
person.
The first carer said “ I’ve been
looking after him for 13 years.
He lives with me full time and
loves coming here. He’s cared
for well. He thrives on routine, If
the staff change he’ll definitely
struggle.”

The second carer said “it
would destroy him. He gets
in a routine and it keeps him
on a level. He likes a settled
environment, anything that
changes affects him.”
The second carer also said
“when Waterside was being
refurbished he went to Shelton,
he was happy about that
because he had the same
staff. Would his days be cut
if things change here? That’s
what I want to know.”
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Riverside

Some Reach members and
people who came to drop-ins
talked about Riverside.

“I’m doing a course at
Riverside about planning for
the future, looking after my
money, my mobile phone,
personal hygiene. It’s
a useful course. The staff
running it are good. What will
happen to the staff if things
change there?”
“The staff there are wonderful.
They’re understanding. They
understand your problems and
what you’re going through at
home. They’ll help you.”
“Most of the staff that work
there now, they’re the people
I worked for at the Hamilton.
They’re such wonderful people.
I’d hate to see them leave. I
can’t imagine Riverside without
them. There’s not one member
of staff that I don’t like or trust.”
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Riverside
“My work placement Riverside organised my work
placement. It’s voluntary work.
I’ve had good training and
support. It’s wonderful. I like
going.”

“Not sure about this because
it’s going to cost money to
make lots of changes. What
happens to the people who
have got used to doing
training there? Will they have
to move?”

“We need Riverside.”

Generally, the people who
spoke to Reach about
Riverside were happy with the
service and especially happy
with the staff who work there.
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Riverside

Some people Reach spoke
to wanted to see changes
happen at Riverside.

“For Riverside I think the plans
are probably a good idea.
They need check on how the
work training is going.”

“No-one really knows what
happens at Riverside, it needs
to be made clearer who is
based there.”

“Changing everything
around is a good idea. Not
enough people use Riverside.
Sometimes there isn’t even
anyone on reception.”
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ABLE

ABLE

Some Reach members talked
about how important ABLE is
to them.

People who came to the ABLE
drop-in talked about how
much they liked the service.

“The courses at ABLE are very,
very good. I did the fire safety
course and that was damn
good. We went to Hanley fire
station and looked around. I
did a cooking course. That
was pretty good. ABLE’s
very useful. The staff and the
courses are good.”

“I’d feel very heartbroken
and upset if ABLE closed. I’ve
come this far now.”
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ABLE
“It’s helped me superbly. It’s
made me get in with people.
I met my girlfriend at ABLE.
I used to stay in a lot, I didn’t
go anywhere alone. It’s helped
me to get out of the house
more, understanding more.”

“I like the ABLE project. Enjoy
the walking group and I like
the staff. If there wasn’t the
ABLE project I wouldn’t have
anything to do.”

“The courses get me out of
the house. I love mixing with
good people. It’s a good
community.”

“I want ABLE to stay the same.
Everything I do at the moment
is getting me out and about.”
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ABLE
“I don’t know what’s going
become of me on a Monday
if this place closes down. The
ABLE being knocked down,
that concerns me. I’ve heard
rumours it’s going close.”
“I come the drop-in on a
Monday. I get lots out of it,
I get to mix with other people,
being in different company.
The main thing is I’m with other
people. I get a break away
from home.”

“ If ABLE closed I’d feel, put it
this way, I’d want to know why,
what the reason is. It would
make me feel a bit annoyed if I
can’t come here.”

Everyone Reach spoke to
about ABLE was very happy
with the service and want it to
stay open.
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Key Quotes and Big Questions
“They need
check how
much money
they’re
spending.”

“What happens
for people who use
services who can’t consent?
People who can’t understand
what’s happening? Have they
got advocates to help
them out?”

“What happens if
no company wants to
run one of the services?
Will it close or still be run
by the council.”

“People with
less complex
needs will
have no
services in
the future.”

“If all these
se,
services clo
somebody
e is
somewher
out.”
going lose

“Would a
private company
run things better than
the council? I think
they might but it’s
hard to say.”
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More Information and Contacts
Reach would like to thank all
the people who took part in
the meetings, focus groups
and drop-ins, for sharing their
time, ideas, thoughts and
experiences.

To find out more about this
report, contact Reach:
telephone - 01782 747872
email - reach@asist.co.uk

Reach is part of Asist,
Advocacy Services in
Staffordshire.

Thanks to Photosymbols for
images used in this report.
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